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Abstract
Interruption is a useful feature in programming and specification languages. Therefore, process algebras has
been extended with an additional interrupt operator. We invent a class of event structures, called interrupt
event structures, to give a true concurrent semantic to process algebras containing interruption. Interrupt event
structures are more expressive than other event structures with respect to event trace execution. Furthermore,
interrupt event structures can also distinguish simultaneous event executions from event interleaving. We show
consistency, based on bisimulation, between the operational and the denotational semantics of a process algebra
that contains an interrupt operator.
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1 Introduction
A useful feature in programming and specification languages is the ability to de-
scribe the interruption of a normal execution of the system. Interrupt mechanisms
are, for example, increasingly used to perform memory management. It is already
the case that some modern, general-purpose CPUs have sophisticated ways of han-
dling interrupts. See for example [26], where an interrupt calculus is invented to
analyze such CPU-based interrupts. See also [24,29], where precise interrupts are
discussed. Since it is also essential to have interrupt mechanisms in reactive, con-
current systems (for example the downloading from the internet can be interrupted
and continued by the user), various interrupt mechanisms are added to process al-
gebras, see e.g. [3,4,11,12]. A common approach is to use an interrupt operator
(>>) where process B1 >>B2 behaves like process B1, except that it may be inter-
rupted by B2 at any time before the termination of B1. Furthermore, B1 continues
its execution after the termination of B2.
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True concurrency models are important to describe the independence of events
(actions). Event structures (e.g. [9,21,30]) are typical true concurrency models.
They are especially used to give truly concurrent denotational semantics to process
algebras. Standard event structures still lack the possibility to describe interrupts:
an event that gets interrupted has to become disabled, and later it has to become
enabled again (when the interrupting process has terminated). But standard event
structures cannot undo the disabling 1 . Exceptions are the inhibitor event structures
[5]. Nevertheless, in general they are not sufficient to give denotational semantics
to process algebras that contains an interrupt operator (more precisely, to the pro-
cess algebra presented here), since the disabling of these event structures is too
restrictive.
The cancellation of the disabling is modelled in our event structures, which
we call interrupt event structures, as follows: We collect a set X of events that
disables event e, i.e. e is disabled if all events of X are executed. Then we connect
another set Y of events to the tuple (X, e). This Y denotes the cancellation of the
disabling, i.e. the disabling is removed (or will not happen anymore) if an event
from Y is executed. In other words, when an event becomes disabled and when it
becomes enabled is encoded in a single relation.
It turns out that some event structures are special cases of interrupt event struc-
tures. Furthermore, the other standard event structures have less expressive power
than interrupt event structures with respect to event traces. Interrupt event struc-
tures can also distinguish event interleaving from simultaneous event executions.
More precisely, it is possible that two events may interleave but they cannot be exe-
cuted simultaneously. We classify the sets of step event traces that can be described
by interrupt event structures. A process algebra that contains an interrupt operator
is also introduced. We give an operational semantics in terms of (labelled) transi-
tion systems and a denotational semantics in terms of interrupt event structures. A
consistency result between the two semantics is given.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the interrupt event
structures. Their expressive power is examined in Section 3. Section 4 introduces
our process algebra together with the two semantics and the consistency result.
Related works are discussed in Section 5.
2 Interrupt Event Structures
In the following, P(M) denotes the powerset of M , and Pf (M) denotes the set of
all finite subsets of M . Furthermore, we assume a fixed countable set of events U
such that • ∈ U and  /∈ U and for all e, e′ ∈ U we have (e, e′), (, e), (e, ) ∈
1 Disabling is modelled in standard event structure by a binary relation between (sets of) events
and events, hence once an event is disabled it remains disabled.
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U . The constraints on U result from technical reasons (they guarantee the well-
definedness of the operators which are defined in Subsection 4.2).
Definition 2.1 An interrupt event structure (IES), denoted by I = (E,), is an
element of P(U)×P(P(U)×P(U)×U) such that⊆ Pf (E)×P(E)×E. Let
MI denote the set of all interrupt event structures.
E is called set of events and is called interrupt relation. In the following, we
will write X Y e rather than (X, Y, e) ∈.
The intuitive meaning of an IES is the following: Set X in X Y e states
when event e gets disabled and set Y indicates when this disabling condition gets
removed. More precisely, if all events from X have been executed, then e is dis-
abled unless an event from Y has already been executed. In other words, the first
component of  is universally quantified (Winskel’s approach [30]) and the sec-
ond component is existentially quantified (bundle approach [21]). It is possible to
use the same kind of quantification (universal or existential) in both components,
but this would complicate the definition of event execution. Furthermore, with our
definition (pre-)inhibitor event structures 2 [5] become a special case of interrupt
event structures. Additionally, we have the feeling that the mixed quantification
approach gives simpler opportunities to extend interrupt event structures by perfor-
mance issues, like time.
Some IES are shown in Figure 1. Events, here named a, b, c, d, are depicted
as dots. The first component of an interrupt relation is illustrated by wavy lines
and the second component by straight lines. More precisely, X Y e is depicted
by a wavy arrow from the elements of X to e together with a straight arrow from
the elements of Y to this wavy line. Furthermore, we use only one wavy line for
each (X, e) tuple. For example, the upper wavy line in I2 encodes {b} {b} a and
{b} {c} a. The straight line points directly to e if X is the empty set, as it is the
case for the arrow from b in I1. The straight lines are omitted if Y is the empty
set unless X is also the empty set, as it is the case in I3. Process algebra terms to
which the depicted interrupt event structures correspond are also given in Figure 1.
The process algebra terms will be introduced in Section 4.
Remark 2.2 Interrupt event structures have to be extended with an additional con-
straint (called approximation closedness) in order to obtain a complete partial or-
der 3 (if the standard approach is used to define the order) [14,13]. This technical
constraint is omitted here in order to increase the readability.
2 (Pre-)inhibitor event structures have a similar interrupt relation (the second component is exis-
tentially quantified) except that only single events are allowed in the first component. Hence, their
disabling is more restrictive than in interrupt event structures.
3 Complete partial orders [1] are used to give meanings to recursive processes.
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Fig. 1. Some Interrupt Event Structures
Hereafter, we consider I to be (E,). Furthermore, init(I) denotes the set of
the initial events of I, i.e. those events in I which are ready to be executed.
init(I) = {e ∈ E | ¬(∃Y : ∅ Y e)}
The remainder of an IES with respect to an initial event e describes the sys-
tem after the execution of e. Therefore, we remove e in E and also from the first
components of the interrupt relation. Furthermore, we only consider those tuples
X
Y
 e′ where e /∈ Y . Formally:
Definition 2.3 Let I ∈ MI and e ∈ init(I). The remainder of I with respect to e
is the interrupt event structure I[e] = (E \ {e},′) where′= {(X \ {e}, Y, e′) |
e′ = e ∧ e /∈ Y ∧X Y e}.
The event execution of I1 shown in Figure 1 is presented in Figure 2. The
execution of event b in I2 shown in Figure 1 yields the IES presented in Figure 3.
There it can be easily seen that c is the only initial event of I2[b], since ∅ {c} a. Event
c of I4 shown in Figure 1 is disabled if both events a and b are executed, but not if
only one event a or b is executed. This can be seen in Figure 3, where the execution
of event a in I4 is shown.
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Fig. 3. Partly Event Execution of I2 and I4
3 Expressive Power
3.1 Event Traces
In this subsection, we compare the expressive power of interrupt event structures
with other event structures with respect to the event traces they can execute.
Definition 3.1 An event trace, denoted by v, is a finite sequence of distinct ele-
ments of U . Let V denote the set of all event traces.
If v = (e1, ..., en) ∈ V , then v = {e1, ..., en}.
An event trace (e1, ..., en) is an execution of I ∈ MI if and only if ei+1 ∈
init(I[e1]...[ei]) for every i < n. Let EvTr(I) denote the set of all event traces
that are executions of I.
The set of event traces corresponding to I1 is EvTr(I1) = {∅, a, ab, abc, b, bc, bca}.
Dual event structures [19] and consequently (extended) bundle [20,21], prime
[25] and (pre-)asymmetric event structures 4 [6], are special cases of interrupt event
structures if the termination and the action labelling of the events are neglected 5 :
The binary conflict relation, for example between e and e′, is modelled by {e} ∅ e′,
4 (Pre-)asymmetric event structures are prime event structures where the conflict relation is not
necessarily symmetric.
5 Interrupt event structures are extended with termination and action labelling in Subsection 4.2.
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and the bundle causality relation (Y → e) is modelled by ∅ Y e. Fortunately, in
these cases the depiction of the dual event structures coincides with the depiction
of the corresponding interrupt event structures (see for example the first two IESs
shown in Figure 5 on page 11).
(Pre-)inhibitor event structures [5] are interrupt event structures where the first
component of  has to be either the empty set or a single event set. Termination
bundle or termination precursor event structures 6 [13] can, similarly to dual event
structures, be encoded in interrupt event structures such that they have the same set
of event traces. Hence, interrupt event structures can also describe the sets of event
traces of flow [9] and Winskel’s (stable) event structures [30], since they can be
described by termination event structures [13].
On the other hand, the set of event traces corresponding to the interrupt event
structure I4 shown in Figure 1 cannot be described by any of the other class of
event structures mentioned. These facts are summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem 3.2 Every set of event traces that is described by a prime [25], flow
[9], Winskel’s [30], bundle [21], (pre-)asymmetric [6], extended bundle [20], dual
[19], termination bundle [13], termination precursor [13] or (pre)-inhibitor event
structure [5] can also be described by an interrupt event structure, but not vice
versa.
Proof. Can be easily checked by the results given in [13] and by the above de-
scribed embedding of dual event structures in interrupt event structures. 
3.2 Simultaneous Event Execution
In this subsection, we introduce step executions of interrupt event structures.
Definition 3.3 A step event trace, denoted by s, is a finite sequence of pairwise
disjoint elements of Pf (U) \ {∅}. Let S denote the set of all step event traces.
A set Y of initial events are independent if Y does not trigger a disabling of an
event of Y . This is formalized in the following definition, where step execution on
interrupt event structures is also introduced.
Definition 3.4 [Step Execution] Let I ∈ MI . Define the set of all sets of initial,
independent events by
i˜nit(I) = {Y ∈ Pf(E) \ {∅} | ∀(X, Y ′, e) ∈: e ∈ Y ⇒ ¬(X ⊆ Y \ {e})}.
A step event trace (Y1, ..., Yn) is an execution of I ∈ MI if ∀i < n : Yi+1 ∈
i˜nit(I[Y1]...[Yi]), where I[{e1,...em}] = I[e1]...[em]. Let StEvTr(I) denote the set of all
6 Termination bundle or termination precursor event structures have a more general disabling rela-
tion (set of events disables an event).
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step event traces that are executions of I.
The step event execution in Definition 3.4 is well defined, since I[e1]...[em] is de-
fined and it is independent from the order of these events whenever {e1, ...em} ∈
i˜nit(I). The set {{a}, {a}{b}, {b}, {b}{a}} consists of all step event trace exe-
cutions obtained from I5 shown in Figure 1. From this example, it follows that
two events do not have to be independent ({a, b} is not in i˜nit(I5)) if they can be
executed in any order. In other words, the interleaving of events does not imply
independence of these events in MI . But this is the case for nearly all other event
structures. Hence, the interrupt event structures are of special interest with respect
to true concurrency. Please note that we have considered interleaving with respect
to event execution and not with respect to action execution (where the action de-
noted to the event, see Subsection 4.2, is only observable and not the event itself).
Of course it is possible to distinguish independence and interleaving with respect
to action execution in the standard event structures (to some amount).
3.3 Classification of the Set of Step Event Traces from MI
Step event trace execution (and also event trace execution) in MI , is independent
of the execution order. Furthermore, simultaneous event executions imply event
interleaving. This is formalized as follows:
Definition 3.5 Suppose S is a set of step event traces, i.e. S ⊆ S. Then
• S is prefix closed if ∀(Y1, .., Yn) ∈ S : ∀m : m ≤ n ⇒ (Y1, .., Ym) ∈ S,
• S is interleaving closed if
∀(Y1, .., Yn+1) ∈ S : ∀Y ∈ Pf(Yn+1) \ {∅, Yn+1} : (Y1, .., Yn, Y, Yn+1 \ Y ) ∈ S,
• S is history-order independent if
∀(Y1, .., Yn+1), (Y ′1 , .., Y ′m) ∈ S :
⋃n
i=1 Yi =
⋃m
i=1 Y
′
i ⇒ (Y ′1 , .., Y ′m, Yn+1) ∈ S.
It can be easily checked that the prefix closed, history-order independent sets of
event traces (event traces correspond to step event traces where only single sets of
events are allowed) and event automata 7 [27] where every state can be reached are
equivalent approaches. Furthermore, prefix closed, interleaving closed, history-
order independent sets of step event traces and local event structures 8 [17] are
equivalent approaches.
Theorem 3.6 Let S ⊆ S. Then S is prefix closed, interleaving closed and history-
order independent if and only if ∃I ∈ MI : S = StEvTr(I).
7 An event automaton is a set of configurations together with a relation on configurations, which
indicates the events that can be executed in the corresponding configurations.
8 Local event structures can be considered as event automata where step executions are also de-
scribed.
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Proof. [Sketch]
⇒: It can be checked that the interrupt event structure given by (U , {(X ∪ X˜,U \
X, e) | |X ∪ X˜| < ∞∧ X ∩ X˜ = ∅ ∧ e /∈ X ∪ X˜ ∧ ∀(Y1, ..., Yn) ∈ S : X =⋃n
i=1 Yi ⇒ (Y1, ..., Yn, X˜ ∪ {e}) /∈ S}) satisfies the requirement.
⇐: Easily checked.

An immediately consequence of Theorem 3.6 is that for every set S of event
traces, i.e. S ⊆ V , we have S is prefix closed and history-order independent if and
only if ∃I ∈ MI : S = EvTr(I).
4 Interrupt Process Algebra
Our process algebra is based on the interrupt process algebra of [3] 9 . Conse-
quently, we follow the philosophy that the ‘final’ executed action of a process ter-
minates the process [8].
Let τ denote the internal action. Furthermore, let Obs be a set such that τ /∈
Obs. We call Obs the set of observable actions. The set of all actions Act is
defined by Act = {τ} ∪ Obs. Furthermore, we assume a fixed countable set of
process variables Var which is disjoint from Act. The process algebra expressions
EXP are defined by the following BNF-grammar.
B ::= 0 | a | B + B | B;B | B [>B | B>>B | B‖AB | B\\A | x
where x ∈ Var, a ∈ Act and A ⊆ Obs. A process with respect to EXP is a
pair 〈decl, B〉 consisting of a declaration decl : Var → EXP and an expression
B ∈ EXP. Let PA denote the set of all processes. We sometimes call an expression
B ∈ EXP a process if decl is clear from the context.
The expressions have the following intuitive meaning: 0 is the inactive process,
i.e. it cannot execute any action. a is the process that executes a and terminates.
B1 + B2 is a choice between the behaviors described by B1 and B2. The choice
is determined by the first action that occurs. B1;B2 is the sequential composition,
i.e. B1 proceeds until it terminates, after which B2 takes over. B1 [> B2 is the
disruption of B1 by B2, i.e. any action from B2 disables B1 as long as B1 has not
terminated. On the other hand, the termination of B1 disables B2. The interrupt
process B1 >>B2 behaves like B1, except that it may be interrupted by B2 at any
time before the termination of B1. Furthermore, B1 continues its execution after
the termination of B2. B1‖AB2 describes the parallel execution of B1 and B2 where
both processes have to synchronize on actions from A. The process terminates if
both sides terminate in the case of synchronization or if one of them terminates and
9 We use different operator symbols.
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the other one has already terminated. The restriction process B\\A executes action
a if B executes action a, provided a is not contained in A. The behavior of x is
given by the declaration, i.e. it allows the description of recursion.
4.1 Operational Semantics
The operational semantics of processes is given in terms of (labelled) transition
systems. As stated before, we adopt the philosophy that the ‘final’ action termi-
nates the process. Therefore, we have to distinguish between ‘final’ and ‘non-final’
actions. This is modelled by using a predicate for every action a, indicating that
the process can terminate by performing action a [8,3]. This predicate is typically
denoted by a−→ √, more precisely B a−→ √ indicates that B can terminate by
executing action a. The transition rules of −→decl⊆ EXP × Act× (EXP ∪ {√})
with respect to decl : Var→ EXP are presented in Figure 4.
4.2 Denotational Semantics
We extend the interrupt event structures by termination and action labelling infor-
mation in order to give a denotational semantics to PA. We use an additional set of
event sets (T) to model termination. A system run is terminated if every element
of T contains an event of the system run. Furthermore, an event structure can only
terminate by executing an event, i.e. we demand that T = ∅. However, T might
consist of the empty set only.
Before we present the definition, we introduce the following notation: M1 ⇀
M2 denotes the set of all partial functions from M1 to M2 (we sometimes consider
a partial function from M1 to M2 as a subset of M1 × M2). Furthermore, the
domain of a partial function f is the set {m | f(m) is defined} and is denoted by
dom(f). Function f  M ′1, where M ′1 ⊆ M1, denotes the restriction of function
f to domain M ′1. We write f(m1)  f ′(m′1) to denote that (f(m1) is defined ⇔
f ′(m′1) is defined) ∧ (f(m1) is defined ⇒ f(m1) = f ′(m′1)).
Definition 4.1 A labelled interrupt event structure E = (E,,T, l) is an element
of P(U)× P(P(U)× P(U)× U)× P(P(U))× (U ⇀ Act) such that
• (E,) ∈MI
• T ⊆ P(E) and T = ∅
• dom(l) = E and
• ∀v ∈ EvTr((E,)) :
(∀Z ∈ T : v ∩ Z = ∅) ⇒ (∀e ∈ E \ v : ∃X ⊆ v, Y ⊆ E \ v : X Y e)
Let ME denote the set of all labelled interrupt event structures.
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a−→ √
B1
a−→ B′
B1 + B2
a−→ B′
B2 + B1
a−→ B′
B1
a−→ √
B1 + B2
a−→ √
B2 + B1
a−→ √
B1
a−→ B′1
B1;B2
a−→ B′1;B2
B1
a−→ √
B1;B2
a−→ B2
B1
a−→ B′1
B1 [>B2
a−→ B′1 [>B2
B2 [>B1
a−→ B′1
B1
a−→ √
B1 [>B2
a−→ √
B2 [>B1
a−→ √
B1
a−→ B′1
B1>>B2
a−→ B′1>>B2
B2>>B1
a−→ B′1;B2
B1
a−→ √
B1>>B2
a−→ √
B2>>B1
a−→ B2
B1
a−→ B′1 a /∈ A
B1‖AB2 a−→ B′1‖AB2
B2‖AB1 a−→ B2‖AB′1
B1
a−→ B′1 B2 a−→ B′2 a ∈ A
B1‖AB2 a−→ B′1‖AB′2
B1
a−→ √ a /∈ A
B1‖AB2 a−→ B2\\A
B2‖AB1 a−→ B2\\A
B1
a−→ √ B2 a−→ B′2 a ∈ A
B1‖AB2 a−→ B′2\\A
B2‖AB1 a−→ B′2\\A
B1
a−→ √ B2 a−→ √ a ∈ A
B1‖AB2 a−→ √
decl(x)
a−→ B′
x
a−→ B′
B
a−→ B′ a /∈ A
B\\A a−→ B′\\A
B
a−→ √ a /∈ A
B\\A a−→ √
decl(x)
a−→ √
x
a−→ √
Fig. 4. Transition Rules for −→decl
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Fig. 5. Some Labelled Interrupt Event Structures
T is called the termination set and l the action-labelling function. The last
constraint on labelled interrupt event structures guarantees that after termination
(∀Z ∈ T : v ∩ Z = ∅) no further event can be executed. Some labelled interrupt
event structures are shown in Figure 5. The events and the interrupt relation are
depicted as in Figure 1. The action names are shown close to the dots (we do not
name the events explicitly and identify them with the action names if no confusion
arises). We mark a termination set Z ∈ T by surrounding its events with a closed
line.
Hereafter, we consider E to be (E,,T, l) and Ei to be (Ei,i,Ti, li). The
definition of the initial events is extended to labelled interrupt event structures by
init(E) = init((E,)). Furthermore, the predicate Υ(T, e) holds if and only if e
is a termination event with respect to T, i.e. E terminates by executing e. Formally:
Υ(T, e) ⇐⇒ ∀Z ∈ T : e ∈ Z
We present the operators onME that are used to define the denotational seman-
tics. In the following, πi denotes the projection to the ith component.
Definition 4.2 [Operators on ME] Let A ⊆ Obs and i ∈ {1, 2}. Then define
+˜ : ME ×ME ⇀ ME with E1+˜E2  (E1 ∪ E2, ˜, T˜, l1 ∪ l2) where
˜ = 1 ∪{({e2}, ∅, e1) | e1 ∈ init(E1) ∧ e2 ∈ init(E2)} ∪
2 ∪{({e1}, ∅, e2) | e1 ∈ init(E1) ∧ e2 ∈ init(E2)}
T˜ = {Z1 ∪ Z2 | Z1 ∈ T1 ∧ Z2 ∈ T2}
;˜ : ME ×ME ⇀ ME with E1 ;˜ E2  (E1 ∪ E2, ˜,T2, l1 ∪ l2) where
˜ = 1 ∪2 ∪{(∅, Z1, e2) | e2 ∈ init(E2) ∧ Z1 ∈ T1}
[˜> : ME ×ME ⇀ ME with E1[˜>E2  (E1 ∪E2, ˜, T˜, l1 ∪ l2) where
˜ = 1 ∪2 ∪{({e2}, ∅, e1) | e1 ∈ E1 ∧ e2 ∈ init(E2)} ∪
{(X1, ∅, e2) | e2 ∈ init(E2) ∧X1 ∈ Pf (
⋃
T1) ∧ ∀Z1 ∈ T1 : X1 ∩ Z1 = ∅}
T˜ = {Z1 ∪ Z2 | Z1 ∈ T1 ∧ Z2 ∈ T2}
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>˜> : ME ×ME ⇀ ME with E1>˜>E2  (E1 ∪E2, ˜,T1, l1 ∪ l2) where
˜ = 1 ∪2 ∪{({e2}, Z2, e1) | e1 ∈ E1 ∧ e2 ∈ init(E2) ∧ Z2 ∈ T2} ∪
{(X1, ∅, e2) | e2 ∈ init(E2) ∧X1 ∈ Pf (
⋃
T1) ∧ ∀Z1 ∈ T1 : X1 ∩ Z1 = ∅}
‖˜A : ME ×ME →ME with E1‖˜AE2 = (E˜, ˜, T˜, l˜) where
E˜ = (Ef1 × {}) ∪ ({} ×Ef2 ) ∪ Es
Efi = {e ∈ Ei | li(e) /∈ A}
Es = {(e1, e2) ∈ E1 × E2 | l1(e1) = l2(e2) ∈ A}
˜ = {({(e′1, e′2)}, ∅, (e1, e2)) | (e′1, e′2) = (e1, e2) ∧ ∃i : e′i = ei} ∪
{(X˜, Y˜ , (e1, e2)) | ∃i : ∃Yi : πi(X˜) Yii ei ∧ Y˜ = {(e′1, e′2) ∈ E˜ | e′i ∈ Yi}}
T˜ = {Z˜ | ∃i : ∃Zi ∈ Ti : Z˜ = {(e1, e2) ∈ E˜ | ei ∈ Zi}}
l˜(e1, e2) =


l1(e1) if e2 = 
l2(e2) otherwise
\˜\A : ME →ME with E \˜\A = E  {e ∈ E | l(e) /∈ A} .
It is clear that all operators applied to E1 and E2 are defined if E1 and E2 have
disjoint sets of events. We are only interested in such cases (out of readability, we
define the operators without modelling the disjoint union explicitly).
The denotational meaning of processes 0 and a are [[〈decl, 0〉]] = (∅, ∅, {∅}, ∅)
and [[〈decl, a〉]] = ({•}, ∅, {{•}}, {(•, a)}). The meaning of the other processes of
PA can be derived from the operators in the standard way [13] (including recursion),
where the disjointness of the sets of events can be ensured by using event renaming
operators. Examples of the denotational semantics of processes can be found in
Figure 1 and Figure 5, where some processes are shown with their corresponding
labelled interrupt event structures.
4.3 Consistency
Our causality result is based on bisimulation [22]. Please note that bisimulation is a
congruence for our process algebra, which follows from the format of the transition
rules [2]. Before we present our consistency result, we introduce action execution
(including termination information) for labelled interrupt event structures.
Definition 4.3 The transition relation ↪→⊆ ME × Act × (ME ∪ {√}) is defined
by E a↪→ E ′ if and only if there is e ∈ init(E) such that a = l(e) and
• (¬Υ(T, e)) ⇒ ((E ′,′) = I[e] ∧ l′ = l  E′ ∧ T = {Z ∈ T | e /∈ Z})
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• Υ(T, e) ⇒ E ′ = √.
Theorem 4.4 (Consistency) Suppose 〈decl, B〉 ∈ PA. Then the transition systems
(EXP,Act, −→decl, B) and (ME ,Act, ↪→, [[〈decl, B〉]]) are bisimilar.
Proof. [Sketch] The proof uses the techniques presented in [13]: An event based
transition relation is defined such that the events correspond to the events of the
denotational semantics. This technique is used especially to handle unguarded
recursion. Then we show that its corresponding transition system is bisimilar to
(EXP,Act, −→decl, B) and in addition bisimilar to (ME ,Act, ↪→, [[〈decl, B〉]]).
Hence, the statement follows by the transitivity of the bisimilarity [22]. 
5 Related Work
How interrupt event structures are related to other event structures is intensively
examined in Section 3. There it is also shown that local event structures [17] (and
event automata [27]) have the same expressive power as interrupt event structures
with respect to step event traces (respectively event traces). Event automata and
local event structures represent configurations explicitly, i.e. conflicts are not de-
scribed intensionally as it is done in interrupt event structures. The intentional
representation has, for example, the advantage of making the extension with time
aspects less expensive.
(1-safe) Petri nets [28] can model some kinds of interruption. For example,
the process (a; 0) >> (b; c) is modelled by the Petri net pictured on the left hand
side in Figure 6. But 1-safe Petri nets (also if they are extended with read and
inhibitor arcs [23]) cannot model the behavior of I4 shown in Figure 1, where sets
of events ({a, b}) disable an event (c). On the other hand, 1-safe Petri nets that also
contain read and inhibitor arcs can be expressed in inhibitor event structures [5]
and consequently in interrupt event structures.
General Petri nets (with possibly multiple tokens on places) can model the be-
havior of I4 shown in Figure 1, but till now it is not clear how an interrupt operator
can be defined. On the other hand, interrupt event structure may help to give a
simpler semantics to general Petri nets.
Petri nets can also model event interleaving without implying simultaneous ex-
ecutions. See for example the Petri net pictured on the right hand side in Figure 6.
This Petri net has the same behavior with respect to step execution as the interrupt
event structure I5 shown in Figure 1.
Configuration structures [15] lack the possibility of modelling interruptions,
nor do they distinguish between event interleaving and simultaneous executions.
Comtraces [18], which are a generalization of step based Mazurkiewicz traces, and
chu-spaces [16] distinguish between event interleaving and simultaneous execu-
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Fig. 6. Corresponding Petri Nets
tions. Contrary to our approach, event interleaving implies simultaneous executions
in these models but not vice versa.
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